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The toes

recch up

Keep your tcilbone

on the ground.

Roll the hips over your shoulders

tai,llft the legs up to the ceiling.
P,laCe'.ilu'ur hands on your
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mid-back for support. j
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The orms cre only

there to help

mointcin your
bolonce not to

hold you up.

Press your belly button
into the spine.



The legs should move slowlY cnd

the hips should stcy stoble-
don't floil the legsl

.''-
Keep your weight on your shoulders throughout

the exercise; it shouldn't drop into your honds cs

the leg reoches towords the floor'
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Carefully reach the right't h 
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away from your face. Thqltlb{l 
I
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leg may lower in the opposite

direction, but only enou€h to

counterbalance the weight of

the right leg. It should never

drop below hip level. Gently

bounce the right leg to increase

the stretch through the front of

the hlp. The emphasis is on

opening the hips rather than
splitting the Iegs.

Don't upset your bolonce
cs you chcnge legs.
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action -"vlth the

t,t:,,l,,ileft leg. The heels should brush

lltt,,,,''as they pass each other
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After 5 sets on each side, 
I

lower the top ieg to meet 
I

the bottom leg so that both l

Ieg,s are parallel to lhe floor.

Return the arms to the

ground and roll through

the back, lowering the hips

down with control.
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